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ACTIVITIES OFFERED 

MUSIC, AEROBICS, STORY TELLING, TABLE ETIQUETTES, DANCE, ART& CRAFT, SHOW & TELL, 

QUIZ, INTRODUCE YOURSELF, COOKING WITHOUT FIRE 

Digital Platform : Zoom 

*Music & Aerobics* - The music & aerobics session proved to be interesting and effective as 

the tiny tots learnt to sing songs - ‘Stuti Aradhna', God’s love, ‘Lakdi ki kathi', ‘Nani teri morni' 

& ‘you are my sunshine'. In Aerobics, children were able to do warm up exercises followed by 

steps like rolling hands, lifting legs diagonally, jump forward-jump backward, twisting waist 

etc. They have completed the workout steps on two songs and  have shown great excitement. 

 

*Show & Tell* - A fun & interactive summer camp,  where students were taught to speak on a 

topic, everyday. They have been taught and encouraged to speak on the following topics, one 

by one like their favourite toy, favourite attire, favourite fruit, favourite cartoon. The students 

have shown much curiosity for the object they were asked to speak on.   

 

 *Story Telling, Puppet Show, Self Introduction* - This session proved to be really effective to 

spellbound the kids through voice modulation ,expression, soft toys & puppets. And ‘Self 

Introduction Activity' has helped a lot to enhance the confidence of the children. Students 

were given tips on how to introduce themselves through a teaching aid puppet. Children were 

encouraged to form a story turn wise which they found interesting.  

 Different stories like *Roosty and his friends, Elly the Elephant and the Hare and the Tortoise*  

were taken up through beautiful stick puppets and soft toys which made the children 

mesmerized. Great efforts were taken up by the parents by sending the videos where children 

are introducing themselves and also trying to narrate the story *The Hare and the Tortoise*.  

 

*Table Etiquette* - Students learnt and imitated; sitting posture - girl & boy, holding glass & 

mug and manner of drinking from them. 5 magical words essential for etiquettes was also 

taught. Sessions were given to motivate & teach students the various crockeries & cutleries, 

with clapping and compliments, through quizzes. 

Acquisition of Eating with Precision"  

Also,  students learnt from start to finish of Table Etiquettes i.e. right from laying a table to 

wiping of mouth at the end.  

Making of "Table- Place Mat" by 2D origami & "Napkin folding in Design" were practiced. The 

Do's & Don’ts of Dining i.e. Sitting, Talking, Placing and Eating were demonstrated to avoid 

"Faux Pas". Along with these, students had a hands on experience of "Eating with Style & 

Accuracy" i.e. application of "spreads" on "Bread" & Breakfast eating with "a fork & knife";  

"No Soil Eating" i.e. "Indian Food Eating" & "Eating of Soup/Cereal from bowl" and finally 

correctly eating of "Noodles" with "a fork & spoon".  

 



*Art & Craft* - Teacher explained importance of Primary colors, shapes and line concept in 

art. Clay was used by students to discover and develop their creative and learning skills. They 

made beautiful birds on the mug and bird feeder from egg carton. Also, they were taught to 

do leaf printing, ear bud printing and hand printing to make beautiful leaves, flowers and 

aquarium. In best out of waste, teachers taught them how to convert waste egg carton into 

the bird feeder, clay molding on an old mug, beautiful pen holders from bangles and also how 

to make puppets from any carton. Children enjoyed a lot and did all craft activities with 

enthusiasm.   

 

*Dance* - Dance sessions have always been full of energy and enthusiasm. The students were 

encouraged and taught to perform the basic steps on ‘Banana Song’. And then, they learnt 

Bollywood dance steps on song ' chak dhoom dhoom' and used an umbrella as a prop. 

 

 *Quiz, Rhyme Recitation & Science Experiment* - To encourage handwashing among 

students, an experiment was conducted using water, black pepper and liquid hand wash, with 

help from parents. Another experiment on ‘LEMON JUICE INVISIBLE INK’ was conducted to 

show the oxidation of juice when it comes in contact with heat of the candle. Kids learned  

& enjoyed various rhymes like Clap your hands, listen to the music , Mera Ghar , Teddy bear , 

Bandar Mama , Butterfly Butterfly  and ‘This is the way we brush our teeth’. Also, various 

experiments like Rain cloud , Explore your senses , Paper cup phone , Walking water, were 

observed & conducted by the teachers. Kids thoroughly enjoyed all the sessions.  

 

*Free Hand Drawing* -  Children were made to draw different objects using  basic geometrical 

shapes  like sun with circle shape, ice -cream cone with triangle shape. They also got to learn 

making drawings through Numbers and made different pictures like boat and kite. Helping the 

kids to draw different emojis like Sad face ,happy face and sunglasses face was so delightful. 

Teachers also taught them how to draw Teddy Bear , House , Tulip flower with flower pot and 

Fish in easy steps. Children have been very excited and interactive throughout the sessions 

.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


